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Abstract
Deep learning algorithms achieve high classifica-
tion accuracy at the expense of significant com-
putation cost. In order to reduce this cost, sev-
eral quantization schemes have gained attention
recently with some focusing on weight quanti-
zation, and others focusing on quantizing acti-
vations. This paper proposes novel techniques
that target weight and activation quantizations
separately resulting in an overall quantized neu-
ral network (QNN). The activation quantization
technique, PArameterized Clipping acTivation
(PACT), uses an activation clipping parameter
α that is optimized during training to find the
right quantization scale. The weight quantization
scheme, statistics-aware weight binning (SAWB),
finds the optimal scaling factor that minimizes the
quantization error based on the statistical charac-
teristics of the distribution of weights without the
need for an exhaustive search. The combination
of PACT and SAWB results in a 2-bit QNN that
achieves state-of-the-art classification accuracy
(comparable to full precision networks) across a
range of popular models and datasets.
1. Introduction
Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have
achieved remarkable accuracy for tasks in a wide range of
application domains including image processing (He et al.,
2016b), machine translation (Gehring et al., 2017), and
speech recognition (Zhang et al., 2017). These state-of-
the-art CNNs use very deep models, consuming 100s of
ExaOps of computation during training and GBs of storage
for model and data. This poses a tremendous challenge to
widespread deployment, especially in resource constrained
edge environments - leading to a plethora of explorations
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Figure 1. AlexNet: Accuracy degradation from previous QNN
schemes and our 2-bit QNN = PACT + SAWB scheme. The pro-
posed scheme achieves zero accuracy degradation for AlexNet
quantized down to 2-bits for weights and activations without re-
quiring any increase in the network size.
in compressed models that minimize memory footprint and
computation while preserving model accuracy as much as
possible.
Recently, a whole host of different techniques have been
proposed to alleviate these computational costs. Among
them, reducing the bit-precision of key CNN data struc-
tures, namely weights and activations, has gained atten-
tion due to its potential to significantly reduce both stor-
age requirements and computational complexity. Several
weight quantization techniques (Li & Liu, 2016; Zhu et al.,
2017; Jan Achterhold, 2018; Antonio Polino, 2018; Lu Hou,
2018) have been proposed to reduce bit-precision of CNN
weights but end up sacrificing model accuracy. Furthermore,
a straightforward extension of weight quantization schemes
to activation quantizations was also proposed, but it incurred
significant accuracy degradation in large-scale image clas-
sification tasks such as IMAGENET (Russakovsky et al.,
2015). Lately, activation quantization schemes based on
greedy layer-wise optimization were proposed (Park et al.,
2017; Zhou et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2017), but they required
expensive processing (e.g., Lloyd’s algorithm for activation
quantization) in (Cai et al., 2017)), and achieved limited
accuracy improvement.
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Complementary to quantization schemes, increasing the
network size has been shown to compensate accuracy loss
due to quantization. For example, (Asit Mishra, 2018b)
and (McDonnell, 2018) employed Wide Residual Network
(Zagoruyko & Komodakis, 2016) for weight and activation
quantization and demonstrated that increasing the number
of channels reduces the quantization errors and allows more
aggressive bit-width reductions. However, increasing the
network size leads to a quadratic increase in the number of
operations, which in turn increases the classification latency.
This work is motivated by the desire to significantly improve
quantization schemes and achieve accuracy comparable to
full-precision models while requiring no changes to the net-
work structure - thereby harnessing the full computational
benefits of quantization. We propose individual techniques
targeting activation and weight quantizations resulting in
an overall quantized neural network (QNN). The activation
quantization technique, PArameterized Clipping acTivation
(PACT), uses an activation clipping parameter α that is op-
timized during training to find the right quantization scale.
The weight quantization scheme, statistics-aware weight
binning (SAWB), finds the optimal scaling factor that mini-
mizes the quantization error based on the statistical charac-
teristics of the distribution of weights without performing
an exhaustive search. Using PACT and SAWB we realize a
2-bit QNN which achieves state of the art classification accu-
racy comparable to full precision networks while incurring
no larger than O(n) computational overhead.
Fig. 1 shows that for AlexNet we not only achieve su-
perior accuracy relative to other quantization techniques,
but are also able to realize iso-accuracy relative to full-
precision baseline with just 2-bit QNN. Overall, our 2-bit
QNN achieves (< 1%) accuracy loss for CIFAR10 tasks,
and significantly improved accuracy relative to other quanti-
zation techniques for IMAGENET tasks. In comparison to
other quantization schemes that increase the network size,
this technique allows us to achieve iso-accuracy relative to
full-precision models without necessitating this increase -
thereby harnessing the full computational benefits of quanti-
zation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a summary of prior work on QNNs and challenges.
We present a novel activation quantization scheme in Section
3 followed by a new weight quantization scheme in Section
4. In Section 5, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our
quantization schemes using a 2-bit QNN across a set of
popular CNNs.
2. Prior Work in QNN
There has been extensive research on quantizing weight and
activation to minimize CNN computation and storage costs.
One of the earliest studies in weight quantization schemes
(Hwang & Sung, 2014; Courbariaux et al., 2015) show that
it is indeed possible to quantize weights to 1-bit (binary)
or 2-bits (ternary), enabling an entire DNN model to fit
effectively in resource-constrained platforms (e.g., mobile
devices). Effectiveness of weight quantization techniques
has been further improved (Li & Liu, 2016; Zhu et al., 2017),
by ternarizing weights using statistical distribution of weight
values or by tuning quantization scales during training.
To reduce the overhead of activations, prior work (Kim
& Smaragdis, 2015; Hubara et al., 2016a; Rastegari et al.,
2016) proposed the use of fully binarized neural networks
where activations are quantized using 1-bit as well. More
recently, activation quantization schemes using more gen-
eral selections in bit-precision (Hubara et al., 2016b; Zhou
et al., 2016) have been studied. However, these early tech-
niques on weight and activation quantization show signifi-
cant degradation in accuracy (> 1%) for IMAGENET tasks
(Russakovsky et al., 2015) when bit precision is reduced
significantly (≤ 2−bits). To improve QNN accuracy for IM-
AGENET, more complex quantization schemes have been
adopted. Weighted-entropy based quantization (WEQ, (Park
et al., 2017)) uses iterative search algorithms for finding
weight clusters or base/offset of logarithmic quantization
for activation. Balanced quantization (BQ, (Zhou et al.,
2017)) uses recursive partitioning of data into balanced bins.
Half-wave Gaussian quantization (Cai et al., 2017) finds
the quantization scale via Lloyd optimization on Normal
distribution. These schemes demonstrated state-of-the-art
QNN accuracy for neural networks for IMAGENET, such
as Residual-Net, but they often involve computationally
expensive sorting or recursive search during quantization.
More recently, alternative approaches to QNN focus on us-
ing simple quantization schemes but reduce quantization
errors by performing more computations. One such ap-
proach is to increase the size of the network. Wide Residual
Networks (Zagoruyko & Komodakis, 2016) demonstrates
accuracy of a neural network can be improved by increasing
the number of channels (called widening). Wide reduced-
precision network (WRPN, (Asit Mishra, 2018b)) exploited
this increased accuracy for QNN, by doubling the chan-
nel size to compensate for quantization error. (McDonnell,
2018) also employed Wide Residual Networks along with
other modification in the training setting (e.g., warm-restart
learning rate schedule) to improve accuracy for 1-bit weight
quantization. Another way of taking advantage of extra
computation in quantization is knowledge distillation (e.g.,
Apprentice, (Asit Mishra, 2018a)), where a teacher network
(which is typically large and trained in full precision) is
employed to help train the student network (one that is quan-
tized). In all of these approaches accuracy improvement for
QNN comes at the expense of large computational cost.
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In summary, prior quantization techniques incur degrada-
tion in accuracy relative to full-precision, and use alterative
approaches which requires significantly more computations
to overcome the quantization errors. Our work is motivated
by the desire to improve both weight and activation quan-
tization schemes to achieve accuracy comparable to full-
precision models while requiring no changes to the network
structure.
3. Parameterized Clipping Activation
3.1. Challenge in Activation Quantization
Activation quantization becomes challenging when ReLU
(the activation function most commonly used in CNNs) is
used as the layer activation function. ReLU allows gra-
dient of activations to propagate through deep layers and
therefore achieves superior accuracy relative to other acti-
vation functions (Nair & Hinton, 2010). However, as the
output of the ReLU function is unbounded, the quantization
after ReLU requires a high dynamic range (i.e., more bit-
precision). This is particularly problematic when the target
bit-precision is low, e.g., 2-bits. In Fig.2 we present the train-
ing and validation errors of ResNet20 with the CIFAR10
dataset using ReLU and show that accuracy is significantly
degraded when activation is quantized with ReLU.
It has been shown that this dynamic range problem can be
alleviated by using a clipping activation function, which
places an upper-bound on the output (Hubara et al., 2016b;
Zhou et al., 2016). However, because of layer to layer and
model to model differences - it is difficult to determine a
globally optimal clipping value. In addition, as shown in
Fig.2, even though the training error obtained using clipping
with quantization is less than that obtained with quantized
ReLU, the validation error is still noticeably higher than the
baseline.
Figure 2. (a) Training error, (b) Validation error across epochs for
different activation functions (relu and clipping) with and without
quantization for the CIFAR10 ResNet20 model using the CIFAR10
dataset
3.2. Parameterized Clipping Activation
Building on these insights, we introduce PACT, a new acti-
vation quantization scheme in which the activation function
has a parameterized clipping level, α. α is dynamically
adjusted via gradient descent-based training with the objec-
tive of minimizing the accuracy degradation arising from
quantization. In PACT, the conventional ReLU activation
function in CNNs is replaced with the following:
y = 0.5(|x| − |x− α|+ α) =

0, x ∈ (−∞, 0)
x, x ∈ [0, α)
α, x ∈ [α,+∞)
(1)
where α limits the range of activation to [0, α]. This is illus-
trated in Fig.3(a). The truncated activation output is then
linearly quantized to k bits for the dot-product computations,
where
yq = round(y · 2
k − 1
α
) · α
2k − 1 (2)
With this new activation function, α is a variable in the loss
function, whose value can be optimized during training. For
back-propagation, gradient ∂yq∂α can be computed using the
Straight-Through Estimator (STE) (Bengio et al., 2013) to
estimate ∂yq∂y as 1. Thus,
∂yq
∂α
=
∂yq
∂y
∂y
∂α
=
{
0, x ∈ (−∞, α)
1, x ∈ [α,+∞) (3)
The larger the α, the more the parameterized clipping func-
tion resembles ReLU. To avoid large quantization errors
due to a wide dynamic range, we include a L2-regularizer
for α in the loss function. Fig.3(b) illustrates how the value
of α changes during full-precision training of CIFAR10-
ResNet20 starting with an initial value of 10 and using the
L2-regularizer. It can be observed that α converges to values
much smaller than the initial value as the training epochs
proceed, thereby limiting the dynamic range of activations
and minimizing quantization loss.
3.3. Analysis
3.3.1. PACT IS AS EXPRESSIVE AS RELU
When used as an activation function of the neural network,
PACT is as expressive as ReLU. This is because the clipping
parameter, α, introduced in PACT, allows flexibility in ad-
justing the dynamic range of activation for each layer, thus
it can cover large dynamic range as needed. We demonstrate
in the simple example below that PACT can reach the same
solution as ReLU via SGD.
Lemma 3.1. Consider a single-neuron network with PACT;
x = w ·a, y = PACT (x), where a is input and w is weight.
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𝛼
𝛼
𝑦 = 0.5( 𝑥 − 𝑥 − 𝛼 + 𝛼)
𝑥
1
𝛼
𝜕𝑦𝜕𝛼 
𝑥
(a) (b)
Figure 3. (a) PACT and its gradient. (b) Evolution of α values
during training using a CIFAR10-ResNet20 model on the CIFAR10
dataset.
This network can be trained with SGD to find the output the
network with ReLU would produce.
Proof. Consider a sample of training data (a, y∗). For illus-
tration purposes consider mean-square-error (MSE) as the
cost function: L = 0.5 · (y∗ − y)2.
If x ≤ α, then clearly the network with PACT behaves the
same as the network with ReLU.
If x > α, then y = α and ∂y∂α = 1 from (1). Thus,
∂L
∂α
=
∂L
∂y
· ∂y
∂α
=
∂L
∂y
(4)
Therefore, when α is updated by SGD,
αnew = α− η ∂L
∂α
= α− η ∂L
∂y
(5)
where η is a learning rate. Note that during this update, the
weight is not updated as ∂L∂w =
∂L
∂y · ∂y∂x (= 0) · a = 0.
From MSE, ∂L∂y = (y − y∗). Therefore, if y∗ > x, α is
increased for each update of (5) until α ≥ x, then the PACT
network behaves the same as the ReLU network.
Interestingly, if y∗ ≤ y or y < y∗ < x, α is decreased or
increased to converge to y∗. Note that in this case, ReLU
would pass erroneous output x to increase cost function,
which needs to be fixed by updating w with ∂L∂w . PACT, on
the other hand, ignores this erroneous output by directly
adapting the dynamic range to match the target output y∗.
In this way, the PACT network can be trained to produce
output which converges to the same target that the ReLU
network would achieve via SGD.
In general cases, ∂L∂α =
∑
i
∂L
∂yi
, and PACT considers output
of neurons together to change the dynamic range. There
are two options: (1) if output xi is not clipped, then the net-
work is trained via back-propagation of gradient to update
weight, (2) if output xi is clipped, then α is increased or
decreased based on how close the overall output is to the
target. Hence, there are configurations under which SGD
would lead to a solution close to the one which the net-
work with ReLU would achieve. Fig. 4 demonstrates that
CIFAR10-ResNet20 with PACT converges almost identical
to the network with ReLU.
(a) (b)
Figure 4. (a) Training error and (b) validation error of PACT for
CIFAR10-ResNet20. Note that the convergence curve for PACT is
almost identical to ReLU, although the dynamic range via trained
clipping levels are much lower than ReLU.
3.3.2. BALANCING CLIPPING AND QUANTIZATION
ERRORS
In Section 3.1, when we briefly discussed the challenges in
activation quantization, we mentioned that there is a trade-
off between errors due to clipping and quantization. As the
clipping level increases, larger range of activation can be
passed to the next layer of the neural network causing less
clipping error (ErrClipi = max(xi − α, 0)). However,
the increased dynamic range incurs larger quantization error,
since its magnitude is proportional to the clipping level
(ErrQuanti ≤ 0.5 · α2k−1 , with k-bit quantization). This
imposes the challenge of finding a proper clipping level to
balance between clipping and quantization errors.
This trade-off can be better observed in Fig. 5a, which shows
normalized mean-square-error caused by clipping and 2-
bit quantization during training of the CIFAR10-ResNet20
with different clipping levels. It can be seen that activation
functions with large dynamic range, such as ReLU, would
suffer large quantization errors when the bit-precision is
2-bits. This explains why the network with ReLU fails to
converge when the activation is quantized (Fig. 2).
PACT can find a balancing point between clipping and quan-
tization errors. As explained in Section 3.3.1, PACT adjusts
dynamic range based on how close the output is to the tar-
get. As both clipping and quantization errors distort output
far from the target, PACT would increase or decrease the
dynamic range during training to minimize both clipping
and quantization errors.
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Fig. 5b shows how PACT balances the clipping and quanti-
zation errors during training. CIFAR10-ResNet20 is trained
with clipping activation function with varying clipping level
α from 1 to 16. When activation is quantized with 2-bit, the
network trained with clipping activation shows significant
accuracy degradation as α increases. This is consistent with
the trend in quantization error we observed in Fig. 5a. In this
case, PACT achieves the best accuracy one of the clipping
activation could achieve, but without exhaustively sweeping
over different clipping levels. In other words, PACT auto-
tunes the clipping level to achieve best accuracy without
incurring significant computation overhead. PACT’s auto-
tuning of dynamic range is critical in efficient yet robust
training of large scale quantized neural networks, especially
because it does not increase the burden for hyper-parameter
tuning. In fact, we used the same hyper-parameters as well
as the original network structure for all the models we tested,
except replacing ReLU to PACT, when we applied activation
quantization.
Without quantization, there is a trend that validation error
is small when α is large. Surprisingly, some of the cases
even outperforms the ReLU network. In this case, PACT
also achieves comparable accuracy as ReLU, confirming its
expressivity discussed in Section 3.3.1.
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Figure 5. Experiment on CIFAR10-ResNet20 to validate that
PACT balances clipping and quantization errors. (a) Trade-off
between clipping and quantization error. (b) PACT achieving low-
est validation error that clipping activation can achieve without
exhaustive search over clipping level α.
4. Statistics-Aware Weight Binning
In addition to the activation quantization, we also pro-
pose a statistical-aware weight binning (SAWB) scheme
for the weight quantization that aims to minimize the mean-
square error between the quantized and the full-precision
weight distribution. We will focus on 2-bit evenly-spaced
weight quantization, though we will also show that SAWB
is applicable to a wide range of quantization levels ((i.e.
nbin = 2, 3, 4, 8, 16, 32, corresponding to binarization,
ternarization, 2-5 bit quantization, respectively)
Fig. 6 illustrates a 2-bit (4 bins) evenly-spaced SAWB
scheme. We choose symmetrical and uniformly distributed
quantization bins because it allows for a hardware friendly
multiplication and accumulation (MAC) design. For SAWB,
the scaling factor, αw, defines the largest quantization level
and each weight is quantized to the nearest bin. For each
weight distribution, there exists an optimal α∗w such that the
MSE error is minimized. That is,
α∗w = argmin
αw
||w − wq||2 (6)
The key here is to find αˆ∗w ≈ α∗w efficiently (i.e., without an
exhaustive search). SAWB can quickly determine αˆ∗w for
a variety of weight distribution based on the distribution’s
statistic (i.e., E(w2) and E(|w|)) and results in a O(n)
complexity, where n is the number of weight.
Figure 6. Quantization scheme for weights.
To begin, we first determine the optimal α∗w of the following
six distributions for a wide range of quantization levels :
Gaussian distribution with [µ:0,σ2:1]; Uniform distribution
with µ=0 and a range of [-1:1],Laplace distribution with
µ=0 and decay of 1; logistic distribution with µ=0 and scale
1; triangle distribution with µ=0 and extreme 2; and von
Mises distribution with center 0 and dispersion 4.
In Fig. 7, we plot α
∗
w
E(|w|) (x axis) versus
√
E(w2)
E(|w|) (y axis) for
the six distributions under consideration (points in different
colors) with different nbin values. Given a bin level nbin,
linear regression can be applied to derive α∗w as a function
of
√
E(w2) and E(|w|). As a result, during each mini-
batch of training, we first compute E(|w|) and E(w2), and
then applied the linear coefficients that we empirically de-
termined to calculate αˆ∗w, which is then used for the weight
quantization.
Table 1 summarizes the square error (SE) of layer 11 and
layer 15’s weights based on the optimal and SAWB esti-
mated scaling factor in a ResNet20 network with CIFAR10
dataset employing a 2-bit evenly-spaced weight quantization
scheme. α∗w is determined through an off-line exhaustive
search. It is evident that the αˆ∗w determined by the pro-
posed SAWB incurs less than 7% additional SE at anytime
during the training. As training progresses, the SE error
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Table 1. Square Error (SE) of the optimal and SAWB estimated
scaling factor of CIFAR10-ResNet20 at different epoch with 2-bit
weight quantization
Epoch 1 40 80 120 160 200
Layer 11 Weight
Optimal SE 6.77 12.21 10.45 8.24 7.92 7.75
SAWB SE 6.94 12.43 10.64 8.40 8.13 7.98
Layer 15 Weight
Optimal SE 13.72 48.35 40.49 31.24 29.96 29.22
SAWB SE 13.73 50.24 42.38 32.79 31.76 31.11
Table 2. Accuracy of CIFAR10-ResNet20/32/44/56 for quantizing
activation only, weight only, and both weight and activation. (d,p,s)
indicates (DoReFa,PACT,SAWB), respectively. “fpsc” indicates
full-precision short-cut. PACT-SAWB achieves accuracy ≤ 0.5%
for individual quantization, and ≤ 1% for quantizing both weight
and activation, compared to full precision baseline. In comparison
DoReFa net achieves an error-rate of 11.79% when using 2-bit
weights and activations - resulting in a > 3% degradation
Layers 20 32 44 56
Full-Precision (32-bit) 8.49% 7.49% 6.84% 6.77%
W32-Ad2 9.92% 9.27% 8.89% 8.48%
W32-Ad2-fpsc 9.31% 8.60% 7.95% 8.03%
W32-Ap2 9.51% 8.44% 8.02% 7.76%
W32-Ap2-fpsc 8.64% 7.72% 7.29% 7.01%
Wd2-A32 9.14% 8.51% 7.90% 7.40%
Wd2-A32-fpsc 9.23% 8.44% 7.97% 7.41%
Ws2-A32 9.27% 8.80% 7.84% 7.45%
Ws2-A32-fpsc 9.08% 7.74% 7.39% 7.07%
Ws2-Ap2 10.77% 9.57% 9.39% 8.76%
Ws2-Ap2-fpsc 9.35% 8.36% 7.61% 7.48%
between the optimal and SAWB case increases, suggesting
that the weight distribution gradually diverges from the ini-
tial Gaussian-like distribution. An interesting future work
to mitigate this problem is to calibrate the linear coefficients
every fixed interval of epoch by including the statistical in-
formation of the weight distribution in each layer to achieve
an improved correlation.
5. Experiments
We implemented PACT and SAWB in Tensorflow (Abadi
et al., 2015) using Tensorpack (Zhou et al., 2016). To
demonstrate the effectiveness of PACT and SAWB, we
studied several well-known CNNs: ResNet20/32/44/56 (He
et al., 2016b) for the CIFAR10 dataset, and AlexNet and
ResNet18/50 models for the IMAGENET dataset. Imple-
mentation detail for each network is described in the Ap-
pendix A. Note that the baseline networks use the same
hyper-parameters and ReLU activation functions as de-
scribed in the references. For PACT experiments, we only
replace ReLU with PACT but otherwise use the same hyper-
parameters. The networks are trained from scratch and the
first/last layers are not quantized during training.
5.1. Full-Precision Shortcut for Improving
Quantization Accuracy for ResNet
We made a key observation that applying quantization
naively to the shortcut (residual) path impacts accuracy be-
cause the shortcut path plays a key role in backpropagating
gradient information throughout the layers and quantiza-
tion fundamentally limits the flow of gradients. It is also
mentioned in (He et al., 2016a) that keeping the shortcut con-
nections more direct is beneficial for ease of optimization
and to reduce overfitting. In the same vein, we did not quan-
tize the input activations or the weights in the residual path.
Our quantization results show that when using full-precision
only for shortcut path the accuracy of all the tested quan-
tized ResNets is within ≤ 1% of the full-precision ResNets.
Note that the shortcut in ResNet takes a negligible portion of
the overall compute, e.g., <1% for IMAGENET-ResNet18.
5.2. Quantization Accuracy for PACT and SAWB
We first evaluate our activation and weight quantization
schemes using CIFAR10-ResNet with (20,32,44,56) lay-
ers. Table 2 summarizes the accuracy for quantizing acti-
vation only, weight only, and both weights and activations.
DoReFa’s quantization results are also shown for compar-
ison. For activation only quantization, PACT achieves su-
perior accuracy for all the cases relative to DoReFa. Full-
precision shortcut (postfix -fpsc) further improves accu-
racy by ≤ 1% for both of them. Overall, PACT with full-
precision shortcut achieves accuracy within 0.5% of the full-
precision accuracy. In the case of weight quantization, full-
precision short-cut is consistently more helpful for SWAB
than DoReFa. Overall, SAWB with full-precision short-
cut also achieves accuracy within 5% of the full-precision
baseline, outperforming DoReFa. Putting it all together,
PACT-SAWB achieves accuracy within 1% of the full preci-
sion accuracy.
5.3. Comparison of Quantization Accuracy with Other
QNNs
We implemented DoReFA (Zhou et al., 2016) from the
same setting (i.e., they share the same baseline). For further
comparison, we have used the accuracy results reported in
the following prior work: BQ (Zhou et al., 2017), WEQ
(Park et al., 2017), WRPN (Asit Mishra, 2018b), Apprentice
(Asit Mishra, 2018a). We compared the accuracy results
from AlexNet as well as ResNet18 and ResNet50. Table 3
summarizes quantization accuracy for the all prior work and
our work. Detailed experimental setting for each of these
papers can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 7. Derivation of empirical equation for determining optimal quantization from statistical distribution of weights.
Table 3. Comparison of quantization accuracy (top-1) with other QNNs. Full-precision as well as quantization accuracy with different bit-
precision are presented (WX-AY indicates X-bit weight and Y-bit activation quantization). Our quantization schemes achieve iso-accuracy
for AlexNet. Furthermore, our quantization schemes achieved state of the art accuracy for ResNet18 and ResNet50 outperforming all the
other QNNs compared.
Alexnet Ours (PACT-SAWB) DoReFa WRPN WRPN-x2 WEQ BQFull-Prec W2-A2 W2-A2 Full-Prec W2-A2 W2-A4 W4-A4 W2-A2 W2-A4 Full-Prec W2-A2 W2-A4 W4-A4 Full-Prec W2-A2
Accuracy 55.1% 55.0% 54.1% 57.2% 51.3% 50.5% 54.4% 55.8% 57.2% 57.1% 50.6% 54.4% 55.9% 57.1% 55.7%
Degradation 0.1% 1.0% 5.9% 6.7% 2.8% 1.4% 0.0% 6.5% 2.7% 1.2% 1.4%
ResNet18 Ours (PACT-SAWB) DoReFa BQ ResNet50 Ours (PACT-SAWB) DoReFa ApprenticeFull-Prec W2-A2-fpsc W2-A2 Full-Prec W2-A2 W32-A2 Full-Prec W2-A2-fpsc W2-A2 Full-Prec W2-A8
Accuracy 70.4% 67.0% 62.6% 68.2% 59.4% 62.1% Accuracy 76.9% 74.2% 67.1% 76.2% 72.8%
Degradation 3.4% 7.7% 8.8% 6.1% Degradation 2.7% 9.8% 3.4%
From Table 3 we observe that for AlexNet, PACT-SAWB
with 2-bit QNN achieve negligible degradation compared to
full-precision baseline. In contrast, for the same size of the
neural network, all the prior quantization schemes (DoReFa,
WRPN, WEQ, BQ) suffer more than 1% degradation with
2-bit weight and activation.
WRPN-x2 which widens the number of channels by 2x has
1.4% accuracy degradation when 2-bit weight and 2-bit acti-
vation are used. WRPN-x2 requires two more activation bits
to achieve baseline accuracy. However, increasing network
size increases the total computations and impacts the latency
of classification. For example, Fig. 8 shows the normalized
energy consumption of reduced-precision processing unit
(Multiply-Accumulate unit, MAC), which is implemented
in 14nm CMOS. In the case of WRPN, there is 9× energy
saving compared to 16-bit MAC thanks to reduced preci-
sion. But WRPN-2x sacrifices this potential gain because
widening of a network by 2× results in 4×more MAC com-
putations (shown as 4× gap in Fig. 8 relative to WRPN). So
the additional computation cost makes the choice of increas-
ing the network size not an attractive option for improving
quantization accuracy.
5.4. Bridging Accuracy Gap for Higher QNN
Performance
Since increasing the channel size to improve quantization
accuracy is complementary to PACT-SAWB, we also stud-
ied the impact on quantization accuracy by increasing the
number of channels as presented in WRPN. For compari-
son, we also applied DoReFa’s quantization scheme, since
WRPN’s quantization scheme is a simpler version of this
(He et al., 2016a). CIFAR10-ResNet20 is used for the ex-
periment, in which the 1st/2nd/3rd blocks have 16/32/64
channels, respectively.
Fig. 9 shows that as we increase the number of channels
from 1x to 2x shown by “channel increasing factor” in the
X-axis, the validation error is reduced. We observe that to
achieve baseline full-precision accuracy, DoReFa’s quanti-
zation scheme requires 2x more channels relative to PACT-
SAWB. PACT-SAWB outperfoms baseline full-precision
accuracy with 1.25× channels confirming that starting with
a more robust quantization scheme enables bridging accu-
racy gap with less additional computation overhead.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose novel techniques that target weight
and activation quantizations separately resulting in an over-
all quantized neural network (QNN).The activation quantiza-
tion technique, PArameterized Clipping acTivation (PACT),
uses an activation clipping parameter α that is optimized
during training to find the right quantization scale. The
weight quantization scheme, statistics-aware weight binning
(SAWB), finds the optimal scaling factor that minimizes the
quantization error based on the statistical characteristics of
the distribution of weights without performing an exhaustive
search. Our evaluations show that our quantization scheme
achieves best overall accuracy relative to other prior quanti-
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Figure 9. Impact of quantization accuracy on performance.
DoReFa-Net and our quantization schemes are used in CIFAR10-
ResNet20 training, where the number of channels is increased up
to 2x to compensate accuracy loss, as done in WRPN. Note that
our scheme requires much lower increase to achieve the baseline
accuracy.
zation techniques. We demonstrate that using a 2-bit QNN,
we achieve iso-accuracy relative to full-precision baseline
for AlexNet, (< 1%) accuracy loss for CIFAR10 tasks, and
best accuracy relative to other quantization techniques for
IMAGENET tasks. Furthermore, when we also explore the
complementary technique of increasing the network size
to reduce the quantization error in our QNN, our results
show that we are able to achieve iso-accuracy relative to
full-precision with significantly lower increase in the model
size relative to other quantization techniques. Overall, our
results show that using PACT and SAWB we realize a 2-bit
QNN which achieves classification accuracy comparable to
full precision networks while incurring no larger than O(n)
computational overhead.
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A. CNN Implementation Details
In this section, we summarize details of our CNN implemen-
tation as well as our training settings, which is based on the
default networks provided by Tensorpack (Zhou et al., 2016).
Unless mentioned otherwise, ReLU following BatchNorm
is used for activation function of the convolution (CONV)
layers, and Softmax is used for the fully-connected (FC)
layer. Note that the baseline networks use the same hyper-
parameters and ReLU activation functions as described in
the references. For PACT experiments, we only replace
ReLU into PACT but the same hyper-parameters are used.
All the time the networks are trained from scratch.
The CIFAR10 dataset (Krizhevsky & Hinton, 2010) is an
image classification benchmark containing 32 × 32 pixel
RGB images. It consists of 50K training and 10K test image
sets. We used the “full pre-activation” ResNet structure (He
et al., 2016a) which consists of a CONV layer followed
by 3 ResNet blocks (18/30/42/54 CONV layers with 3x3
filter, depending on choice) and a final FC layer. We used
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with momentum of 0.9
and learning rate starting from 0.1 and scaled by 0.1 at
epoch 60, 120. L2-regularizer with decay of 0.0002 is
applied to weight. The mini-batch size of 128 is used, and
the maximum number of epochs is 200.
The IMAGENET dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015) consists
of 1000-categories of objects with over 1.2M training and
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50K validation images. Images are first resized to 256 256
and randomly cropped to 224224 prior to being used as input
to the network. We used a modified AlexNet, ResNet18 and
ResNet50.
We used AlexNet network (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) in which
local contrast renormalization (R-Norm) layer is replaced
with BatchNorm layer. We used ADAM with epsilon 10−5
and learning rate starting from 10−4 and scaled by 0.2 at
epoch 56 and 64. L2-regularizer with decay factor of 5 ×
10−6 is applied to weight. The mini-batch size of 128 is
used, and the maximum number of epochs is 100.
ResNet18 consists of a CONV layer followed by 8 ResNet
blocks (16 CONV layers with 3x3 filter) and a final FC layer.
"full pre-activation" ResNet structure (He et al., 2016a) is
employed. ResNet50 consists of a CONV layer followed by
16 ResNet “bottleneck” blocks (total 48 CONV layers) and
a final FC layer. "full pre-activation" ResNet structure (He
et al., 2016a) is employed.
For both ResNet18 and ResNet50, we used stochastic gradi-
ent descent (SGD) with momentum of 0.9 and learning rate
starting from 0.1 and scaled by 0.1 at epoch 30, 60, 85, 95.
L2-regularizer with decay of 10−4 is applied to weight. The
mini-batch size of 256 is used, and the maximum number
of epochs is 110.
B. Comparison with Related Work
• DoReFa-Net (DoReFa, (Zhou et al., 2016)): A gen-
eral bit-precision uniform quantization schemes for
weight, activation, and gradient of DNN training.We
compared the experimental results of DoReFa for CI-
FAR10, AlexNet and ResNet18 under the same experi-
mental setting as PACT.
• Balanced Quantization (BQ, (Zhou et al., 2017)): A
quantization scheme based on recursive partitioning
of data into balanced bins. We compared the reported
top-1/top-5 validation accuracy of their quantization
scheme for AlexNet and ResNet18.
• Quantization using Wide Reduced-Precision Networks
(WRPN, (Asit Mishra, 2018b)): A scheme to in-
crease the number of filter maps to increase robust-
ness for activation quantization. We compared the
reported top-1 accuracy of their quantization with vari-
ous weight/activation bit-precision for AlexNet.
• Weighted-entropy-based quantization (WEQ, (Park
et al., 2017)): A quantization scheme that considers
statistics of weight/activation. We compared the top-1
reported accuracy of their quantization with various bit-
precision for AlexNet, where the first and last layers
are not quantized.
• Apprentice (Apprentice, (Asit Mishra, 2018a)): A
quantization scheme based on knowledge distillation
where the teacher network (same size or larger network,
trained in full-precision) helps the student network
(small and quantized) to learn parameters to tolerate
quantization errors. We compared the top-1 reported
accuracy of their 2-bit weight and 8-bit activation quan-
tization for ResNet50 (with ResNet-101 as the teacher
network). The first and last layers are not quantized.
